Lightweight Arresting Barrier Solutions

9G barrier net
Lightweight arresting barrier solution
for separating crew and cargo
For your Commercial or Defence applications, AmSafe Bridport
offers barrier nets and market leading solutions to separate
crew and cargo. 9g barrier nets are used on transport and
freighter aircraft. From initial concept, engineering design to
the certification of the finished product, our 9g barrier nets
offer the unique safety barrier design allowing the barrier net to
withstand an extreme deceleration while distributing the load
evenly, ensuring cargo will not penetrate beyond the net.

Key Features & Benefits
Provides optimal protection between crew and cargo
The world’s leading provider of aviation airframe restraints
Unparalleled knowledge of cargo containment
 llows the load to be evenly distributed across
A
the net and structure
 smoke or fire curtain can be mounted adjacent
A
to the net without the function being impeded
Lightweight and cost-effective

A global provider of textile airframe restraints and associated safety systems

innovative design and system solutions

amsafebridport.com/airframes

Design, Test and Certification
AmSafe Bridport 9g main deck barrier nets are specified as original
equipment on numerous commercial and military aircraft, from new-build
to converted freighters providing the required separation between crew
and cargo.
The unique design of the AmSafe Bridport barrier net allows it to withstand
an extreme deceleration. In the event of an intense forward motion, the
AmSafe Bridport 9g barrier net allows the load to be evenly distributed
across the net. This transfer of weight across the entire structure ensures
that cargo will not penetrate through the net and enter the crew and/or
cockpit area, located on the opposite side of the barrier. When compared
to a rigid bulkhead structure, the AmSafe Bridport 9g main deck barrier
net provides a lightweight solution for separating crew and cargo. A semirigid solution is also available.
When crew members need to view the cargo hold or pass through the
area, they can use the quick-release attachments located where the net
is secured to the airframe. These quick-release points allow easy access
by crew and other aircraft personnel passing through either side of the
barrier. If a smoke or fire curtain is required, it may be mounted adjacent
to the net.
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